
  Viewing is Subject To Government Regulations

Lot Lot Description Estimate

A1 "Small Arms Of The Boer War" R 950.00

The authoritative book on Boer War Weapons. By Ron Bester & Assoc. 

Hard cover, illustrated, 380 pages. New.

A2 "Artillery Of The Boer War" R 950.00

Leather bound limited edition, No. 96 of 100. Book by Lionel Crook, edited 

by Ron Bester. Hard cover, illustrated, 336 pages. New.

A3 Deact- .303 No. 4 Service Rifle R 3500.00

As used by SADF and allied troops in WW2 and up to the 1960's. Current 

SA spec with moving working parts.

A4 Deact -  12ga Field S/S Shotgun R 2450.00

Hammer gun by "Field of London". Good to good plus condition. Current 

SA spec with moving working parts.

A5 Deact - .303 S.M.L.E. No.1 Mk3 Rifle R 3500.00

The standard UDF and Allied service rifle for both WW1 & WW2, the 

S.M.L.E. continued to see service with SAPS and other units until late in the 

1960's. Current SA spec with moving working parts.

A6 Deact - 7.62mm FN/R1 Rifle R 7500.00

R1/FN  rifle used by both SADF & Rhodesian forces from the early 1960's 

through to the mid 1980's. Still showing traces considerable of Rhodesian 

camo to it. S.A made example without any visible markings to it, which gave 

the S.A government a measure of "deniability" when accused of supporting 

Ian Smith's government. Good overall condition. Current SA spec with 

moving working parts.

A7 Naval Artillery Training Shell R 1750.00

Wooden seventeen pounder round with weighted interior and brass base 

and band to simulate the live round for loading/training purposes. Pointed 

steel tip to front of round, brass base marked "17 P.R. 11 LcOT  E.C.C S.L. 

1944 DRILL".

A8 Parker Hale PH5A Peep Sight R 1500.00

Adjustable dioptre. As used for target shooting purposes on the .303 No.1 

Mk3 S.M.L.E. rifle. Good to good plus condition.
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A9 Parker Hale PH5B Patt 14 Peep Sight R 1250.00

Adjustable dioptre target peep sight for the .303 Patt. 14 rifle. Includes 

mounting screw. Good to good plus condition.

A10 Parker Hale PH5C Peep Sight R 1400.00

Adjustable dioptre target peep sight produced for use on the .303 No.4 

service rifle. Excellent condition.

A11 Parker Hale 5E Target Peep Sight R 1350.00

Designed to be used on the M98 Mauser action. The charger loading guide 

needs to be removed giving the same profile as the Parker Hale M98 

sporting/target actions on which it was used. Adjustable dioptre. Good plus 

condition.

A12 BSA "Long Lee" .303 Folding Target Peep Sight R 1850.00

BSA's target peep sight allowed the shooter to fold the dioptre in then the 

sight unit could be folded down. BSA patent and trade marks to sight. 

Complete with mounting bracket which was used to secure the sight to butt 

socket and stock. Good condition.

A13 Leupold  VX3 1.5-5x25 Scope R 4000.00

Compact scope with duplex reticule. Ideal for a dangerous game rifle. Mint 

condition.

A14 Detachable Magazines For K98 Mauser Rifle x 5 R 850.00

Three round detachable mags for the Mauser M98 rifle, suitable for standard 

calibres such as the .243win, 7x57mm, ,270 win, .30-06spg, 308win and 

8x57mm Mauser. Magazines are new in manufacturer's wrapping.

A15 7.62mm FN-Fal/R1 20rd Magazines x 10 R 4000.00

Good condition.

A16 7.62mm FN-Heavy Barrel 30rd Magazines x 6 R 5500.00

Also used on the standard FN-Fal/R1 & 7.62mm Bren LMG. Good used 

condition.

A17 7.62mm AK 35rd Magazines x 10 R 4000.00

Standard ribbed steel magazines. Good used condition.

A18 5.56mm R4/LM4, 5 & 6 Magazines x 10 R 4500.00

Polymer magazines, 35rd.capacity. Good condition.

A19 9mmp Sterling 34rd Magazines x 10 R 4000.00

Good used condition.

A20 FN-HP Extended Magazines x 10 R 3750.00

Designed for use in the Rhodesian R76 HMC and the FN-HP pistol which 

saw extensive service with the Rhodesian Forces. Capacity of 20rds.

A21 9mmp Uzi HMC Magazines x 10 R 2000.00

Also for the Cobra HMC. Capacity 25rds. Good condition.

A22 9mmp Walther P-38 Magazines x 10 R 2500.00

Standard capacity of 8 rds. Good used condition.

A23 9mmp Star Mod B Magazines x 10 R 2000.00

Standard capacity of 8 rds. Good condition.

A24 9mmp Walther HMC/MPK Magazines  x 10 R 2000.00

Can also be readily modified to fit the BXP HMC. Capacity of 32 rds. Good 

condition.
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A25 Bausch & Lomb Balvar 6-24x40mm Scope R 3000.00

In manufacturer's packaging. Long distance scope with parallax adjustment 

and duplex reticle. Very good condition.

A26 Lynx P8x56D Professional Scope R 2950.00

Monotube in manufacturer's packaging. Duplex reticle. "As new".

A27 Bushnell Chief IV 1.5x-4.5x Scope R 2500.00

Boxed, in manufacturer's packaging. Compact variable with "Command 

Post" reticle. Very good condition.

A28 Eley Bullet Board R 25000.00

Oak framed display board measuring 785 x 645mm, marked "Eley Military 

& Sporting Cartridges". Featuring a mix of handgun, rifle & shotgun 

cartridges as well as percussion caps.

A29 G3 Rifle Stock And Fore End Parts R 1500.00

Original G3 rifle parts package includes 1 x Short green plastic butt stock 

with butt plate, 1 x Long green plastic buttstock with recoil pad, 1 x Green 

plastic fore end, 1 x original sling, 1 x Green plastic pistol grip. All in 

excellent condition.

A30 Russian Cyclops Night Vision Equipment R 1250.00

Rugged, first generation night vision unit produced by Rostov optical-

mechanical plant. Good condition.

A31 4.5mm(.177) Diana Mod 350 Magnum Panther Air Rifle R 5500.00

A powerful air rifle with synthetic stock and hi-viz sights plus provision for 

mounting a scope. Excellent condition.

A32 5mm Weihrauch HW97K Air Rifle - Scoped R 8500.00

A top of the range under-lever air rifle with Ultra-Optec 2-7x32AO scope.  

Barrel length of 14,5", chequered wrist & fore end, Monte-Carlo type butt 

with rubber recoil pad. Adjustable trigger. Excellent condition.

A33 Deact - 7.62mm AKM Rifle R 9500.00

Chinese type 56 model. Rhodesian bush war veteran. Current S.A. spec 

with moving parts.

A34 Deact - .303 Martini-Enfield Carbine R 2500.00

.577/450 Martini-Henry which was re-barrelled to .303 and put into carbine 

configuration for use in the Anglo-Boer war. Current S.A. spec with moving 

parts.

A35 Deact -.303 Lee Enfield "Cadet" Rifle R 950.00

One of the C.L.L.E series rifles which was cut-down to a semi-carbine 

configuration for drill training purposes for high school cadet units.

A36 Deact - .303 Bren Mk 1 M LMG + Tripod R 30000.00

LMG built by Inglis of Canada 1942. Most of the .303 Brens on both South 

Africa and Rhodesia were re-barrelled to 7,62mm calibre and it is now 

unusual to encounter one in the original .303 calibre. Excellent condition. 

Current S.A. spec with moving parts.

A37 No Item

A38 Deact - 9mmp Vigneron M2 SMG R 2500.00

First issued to Belgian troops in 1953, this particular SMG came from 

Zimbabwe/Rhodesia and no doubt filtered its way down from the Belgian 

Congo. Retractable stock with a choice of 3 length positions. Relatively long 

30,5cm barrel with compensator. Current S.A. spec with moving parts.
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A39 Deact - 7.5mm Chatelerault M1924/29 LMG + Bipod R 7500.00

Introduced 1929, the Chatelerault saw extensive combat with the French 

forces. This formed part of a batch of ex-French service firearms that were 

allegedly donated to one of the Rhodesian liberation armies by Col. Gadaffi 

of Libya. Current S.A. spec with moving parts.

A40 Deact - 7.62mm PPS-43 SMG R 4500.00

Russian built, dated 1950 folding stock SMG. Introduced 1943 as an 

improvement over the PPSH 41, the PPSH 1943 saw extensive service with 

the communist bloc and it sponsored large numbers of them to the various 

liberation armies. Current S.A. spec with moving parts.

A41 Deact - 6.5x52mm Italian Carcano M1891 Rifle R 2500.00

The rifle features a 30,6" barrel, 6-shot Mannlicher clip-loading magazine 

and is fitted for a knife type bayonet. Produced "FAT 1942". Current S.A. 

spec with moving parts.

A42 Deact - 9mmp Madsen SMG R 1750.00

With rectangular folding stock and bayonet lug. Produced in Denmark by 

Madsen. Current S.A. spec with moving parts.

A43 Deact - 9mmp Sten Mk 3 SMG R 4500.00

The Sten Mk3 featured a one piece receiver and barrel jacket of welding 

tubing with a non-removable barrel. Current S.A. spec with moving parts.

A44 Deact - .303 P-14 Enfield Rifle R 2500.00

Built on a modified Mauser type action with 26" barrel length and 5-round 

magazine. Produced in the USA by Eddystone. Current S.A. spec with 

moving parts.

A45 Deact - 9mmp Sterling SMG R 4500.00

Adopted as a replacement for the renowned Sten gun of WW2 the Sterling 

was one of the better HMC's having a ribbed bolt that cut away dirt and 

fouling and forced it out of the receiver. Side-mounted, curved box magazine 

with 34rd. capacity. Current S.A. spec with moving parts.

A46 Deact - 7.35mm Italian Mod. 1938 Short Rifle R 2500.00

Beretta manufactured and well marked. This was the first new calibre for 

Italian military rifles, 285 000 had been built when WW2 began and then the 

Italians reverted back to the older 6,5mm calibre. Relatively scarce. Current 

S.A. spec with moving parts.

A47 Deact. 7.62mm Guryunov MG R 12500.00

Fitted with anti-aircraft sight. Chinese built with heavy fluted barrel. Current 

S.A. spec with moving parts. Current S.A. spec with moving parts.

A48 Deact - .577/450 Martini Henry I.C.1 Carbine R 3000.00

UDF markings to knox form, "C.G." markings to receiver indicating "Cape 

Govt." ownership.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

B2 .45cal Ardesa Patriot Percussion Pistol R 1850.00

Target type pistol of .45cal with 10" octagonal barrel, adjustable sights and 

double-set triggers. Saw back grip, brass grip cap & hooked trigger guard. 

Excellent condition.

CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
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B3 .36cal "Duckfoot" Percussion Pistol Combo R 2000.00

Two barrel set. One set of three splayed 3,25" barrels, second set of 5" 

double barrels. All barrels fire simultaneously. Small chip to butt, gun is 

unfired.

B4 S/S Perc. Cape Gun By Huskisson & Frazier R 6500.00

Broad top rib to 31,25" Damascus barrels with 4-leaf rear sight and 

"Huskisson & Frazier Makers" markings to top rib. Bar action locks with 

some engraving to them. Pistol grip type tang to straight hand stock with 

large engraved patch box to tang. Extended steel butt plate. Some light 

usage dings to stock, some browning lost to barrels where they have been 

carried. Good original overall.

B5 12ga Theophilus Richards & Co S/S Perc. Shotgun R 6500.00

Damascus barrels of 29", bar action locks, well figured straight hand stock. 

Gun has been professionally refinished but for the chequering on the wrist 

has not been recut. Good plus refinished condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

C1 R4/M16 Type Trials Bayonet R 3250.00

Eickhorn made M16 type bayonet which was imported into SA for trials on 

the R4 rifle. It was never adopted and subsequently sold out of Armscor 

stock. Mint condition.

C2 Kukri Knife R 450.00

Nepalese Gurka Kukri with wooden handle and large swept blade and 

leather covered sheath. Very good plus condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

D1 9mmp Vektor CP1  Pistol - Boxed R 3950.00

In manufacturer's polymer case with spare magazine. Includes Vektor safety 

certificate. Good to good plus condition.

D2 9mmp Walther Mod P-38 Service Pistol - Boxed R 2750.00

In manufacturer's box with spare magazine. "SAP" marked. Good plus 

condition.

D3 .38spl Colt Det. Special 2" Revolver - Boxed R 4500.00

In manufacturer's box with instruction manual and warranty card. Revolver is 

in excellent original condition but for a chip off the back of the chequered 

wooden factory grips.

D4 .44mag Smith & Wesson Mod 29 4" Revolver - Cased R 11500.00

In manufacturer's wooden display case with cleaning equipment. Red factory 

insert into front sight rib, chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them. 

Mint bore, mint overall condition. The revolver shows no sign of having being 

fired.

D5 7.63mm Mauser Broomhandle Pistol R 10000.00

All numbers match. Serial no.1190xx. Manufactured 1910. Pre "New 

Safety" small ring hammer model with much original finish. Some holster 

wear to finish on barrel. Fairly good bore. GWOC.

CATEGORY C ~ EDGED WEAPONS

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
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D6 7.63mm Mauser Broomhandle Pistol R 9500.00

Large ring, flat side model with Westley Richards Patent rear sight marked 

to 1000m. Pistol has suffered from some light pitting and would benefit from 

a refinish. Serial no: 223xx indicated 1898/1999 production.

D7 7.63mm Mauser Broomhandle Mod C/96 Pistol R 29500.00

Large ring hammer model with rear sight graduated to 1000m, serial number 

314xx indicates 1903 manufacture, matching serial numbers throughout 

pistol. Gun is in virtual mint condition.

D8 7.63mm Mauser C-96 "Flatside" Large Ring Hammer R 6500.00

Serial number 239xx indicates 1899 manufacture. Overall fair condition with 

some pit marks to both slide and frame areas. A restoration project?

D9 7.63mm Mauser Broomhandle Mod C/96 Pistol R 21000.00

Flatside, large ring model serial number no. 223xx indicating 1900 

manufacture. Matching numbers throughout pistol. Rear sight graduated in 

large letters to 1000m. Bore is still relatively good, pistol as a whole is in 

good plus original condition.

D10 7.63mm Broomhandle "Bolo" Mauser Pistol R 12500.00

Late post WW1 Bolo produced 1923-1930. Mauser banner on the left rear 

frame panel. "Germany" to left middle frame panel. "Waffenfabrik Mauser 

Oberndorf a/N" to knox form. Matching number to shoulder stock/holster. 

Pistol has a good bore, displays some wear to finish on high spots, good to 

good plus overall condition.

D11 9mmp Artillery Luger Pistol + Issue Holster R 9500.00

Marked "DWM 1916". Correct straw blue finish to trigger and extractor 

spring. Pistol has some pitting to finish on toggle and side of frame. 

Chequered wooden grips. WW2 era alloy based magazine. Numbers not 

matching. Fair to good condition.

D12 No Item

D13 9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol + Issue Holster R 2500.00

Alloy framed post-war variant. No markings to frame other than "P38". Very 

good condition. Includes spare magazine.

D14 9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol + Holster R 7500.00

In reproduction military issue holster. Marked "byf 1938" indicating 

production by "Mauserwerke Oberndorf 1938". Replacement aftermarket 

wooden grips. Pistol has been reblued. Toggle shows sign of having been 

renumbered which could make this a "Vopo" Luger pistol. These were 

refurbished post-war for the East German "Volkspoizei" and "renumbered" 

to ensure all matching numbers. Very good plus condition.

D15 9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol R 2500.00

Post-war alloy framed variant, proofed 1974. Slight loss of finish to edges. 

Good to good plus overall.

D16 7.65mm Walther PPK Pistol + Issue Holster R 2750.00

Ex SAP issue with issue leather holster with capacity for spare magazine. 

Factory marked "SAP" marking to frame. Electric pencil "RSA" marking to 

opposite side of frame. Manufactured Ulm\Donau, pistol proofed 1963. Mint 

condition.
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D17 9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol R 5500.00

WW2 steel-frame, ribbed brown grips with post-war commercial slide fitted. 

Good arsenal refinished condition.

D18 No Item

D19 .22lr Erma Mod KGP69 Pistol + Spare Mag R 1850.00

Luger P/08 look-alike with 4" barrel and brown plastic chequered grips. 

Made in West Germany. Good plus original condition.

D20 7.65mm Mauser Mod 1914 Pistol R 2500.00

Later model with the flush-top slide and long extractor. Serial number 

3680XX. Wrap-around walnut grip, "Mauser" banner to LH side of frame. 

Good refinished condition.

D21 7.65mm Mauser Mod 1914 Pistol R 2250.00

Later model with flush-top slide, long extractor and wrap-around walnut grip. 

Pistol is dated 1920. Serial number 2661XX. Some loss of finish to top of 

slide, rest good original condition.

D22 6.5mm Bergman Mod 1896 Pistol R 37500.00

Pistol is marked to "Westley Richards & Co." on the LH side and carries 

the trademark and "Gaggenau V. C. S. Suhl" to the RH side. Chequered 

wood grips. Made in the factory of V. C. Schilling of Suhl.

D23 10.6mm German Ordnance Revolver - Pre 1898 R 5500.00

Manufactured Erfurt arsenal 1894. Matching numbers to all parts. The 

revolver has two sets of Imperial German unit markings to the backstrap, 

one of which has been "officially" crossed out. Octagonal to round barrel and 

side safety to mechanism. Smooth wooden grips which have the initials 

"CPVR" carved into them. Matching numbers throughout with a "Jan 

Smuts" number added to the barrel. Good to good plus original condition.

D24 .22lr Colt Govt. Mod. Conversion Kit R 4500.00

Barrel, slide with adj. sights, magazine & slide stop for converting the Colt 

Govt. model from .45acp to .22lr. calibre. Colt marked slide, excellent 

original condition.

D25 .455 Colt "New Service" 5,5" Revolver R 4750.00

Factory serial number 772xx, produced 1914-15. Barrel is marked "New 

Service 455 Eley". British commercial proofs to frame and barrel. Right side 

of barrel has a "Jan Smuts" number added to the side of barrel. Chequered 

hard rubber grips with Colt logo to them. Finish on revolver has faded to a 

greyish colour. Good working order.

D26 .45acp Colt Government Mod Pistol R 15000.00

Early Govt. model with serial number C2052xx indicating 1941 manufacture. 

Pistol has replacement plain walnut grips to it and the frame has been 

reblued. Further unaltered. Good condition. This pistol was formerly the 

property of the late Brig. General "Fido" Smit the operational commander of 

"Operation Moduler" which formed part of the battle of Cuito Cuanavale in 

1987. In addition to his extensive military career, the General was also a 

noted firearms enthusiast who had several high quality sporting rifles built to 

his specifications.
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D27 .455 Colt M1909 New Service Revolver R 4950.00

Built 1915 for UK military order, complete with military acceptance stamps to 

frame. Barrel of 5,5", chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to them.  

Mint condition.

D28 .45acp Colt Mod 1911A1 Service Pistol R 12500.00

Colt manufactured slide.  "F.J.A."  inspectors initials to frame indicating 

Ithaca manufactured frame? Serial number 20760xx indicates 1945 

manufacture.  Pistol is marked "United States Property M 1911 A1 US 

Army". Pistol has Birmingham commercial proof marks to it and has "HB2" 

in ovoid circle to frame. Pistol has a grey military type finish to it. All in good 

condition. Includes military issue original leather holster.

D29 9mmp Colt Govt. Model Mk4 Series70 Pistol R 9500.00

Stainless model, extended combat rear sight and Pachmayr. Fitted rest of 

pistol is in excellent original condition. Includes El Paso leather holster.

D30 .45acp Colt Mk4 Series 70 Pistol R 11500.00

In pistol caddy with two extra magazines. Pistol was manufactured 1975 and 

is in very good original condition but for the fitting of Pachmayr grips and a 

rubber Pachmayr backstrap.

D31 .22lr Freedom Arms Revolver R 3250.00

Stainless steel five-shot revolver with 30mm barrel. Ultra-small & 

concealable. Excellent condition.

D32 .22lr New England Firearms 6" R92 Ultra Revolver R 2450.00

Adjustable sights to ribbed 6" target barrel, 9-shot cylinder, smooth wooden 

grips with NEF logo to them. Mint bore. Mint overall condition.

D33 .454casull Freedom Arms Revolver  - Scoped R 18500.00

Barrel length of 10" and 5-shot cylinder. Sliding bar safety. Pistol scope of 

3x28 fitted with three ring mounting system. Satin stainless finish. Smooth 

wood grip. First introduced in 1983, one of the world's most powerful 

handgun cartridges. Mint condition.

D34 .44spl Charter Arms 3" S/S Revolver R 4500.00

Stainless revolver with 3" barrel, bobbed hammer and rubber factory grips. A 

carry gun with considerable punch to it. Good original condition.

D35 .22 mag NAA Revolver R 2950.00

Stainless "Companion-Magnum" with spur trigger & 1.62" barrel. Inc. 

factory pistol caddy & inside trouser holster. Excellent condition.

D36 .455 S&W 1st Model Of 1908 Triple-Lock Revolver R 17500.00

British military acceptance/inspection stamp and addorsed arrow disposal 

marks, serial number 26xx, barrel length of 6,5" chequered wooden grips 

with S&W logo to them, lanyard ring missing. Purchased by British 

authorities on the commencement of WW1. Original S&W factory bright blue 

finish with isolated patches with very light surface pitting. Good original 

overall.

D37 No Item
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D38 .38/200 Smith & Wesson M&P 4" Revolver R 1500.00

One of the revolvers purchased by the UDF on the out break of WW2. 

Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them, UDF number to top of 

backstrap. Commercial finish. Very good plus original condition.

D39 .38spl S&W Mod 12 M&P Airweight 2" Revolver R 3000.00

D/A revolver built on the square butt K alloy service frame with 2" barrel 

length. Six shot steel fluted cylinder. Manufactured 1961. Good to good plus 

original condition.

D40 .22lr Smith & Wesson 34-1 "Kit" Revolver R 4500.00

Also known as the "Kit Gun" this was S&W's .22lr on the J-Frame, with 4" 

barrel and adjustable sights. Factory blued finish, in very good plus to 

excellent condition.

D41 .357 Smith & Wesson Mod 19-4 6" Revolver R 4500.00

Includes steel Lynx type scope mount & rings as well as large custom 

wooden grips with stippled finish to them. Adjustable sights. Sanctions era 

import with professionally removed factory number and replacement WR 

number to revolver. Very good plus condition.

D42 .38spl S&W Combat Masterpiece Mod 67-1  S/S 4" Rev R 3950.00

Built on the stainless steel square butt S&W K frame. The mod 67-1 was 

produced 1977 to 1988. Sanctions era gun with WR serial number to it. 

Fitted with Hogue rubber monogrip. Adjustable sights to 4" barrel. Excellent 

condition.

D43 .38/200 Smith & Wesson "Victory" Model 5" Revolver R 1500.00

Parkerised finish and smooth wooden grips. Canadian military ownership 

stamp to frame as well as military acceptance/inspection stamps and later 

British commercial proof marks to it. Revolver is unusual in that it does not 

have the "US Property" stamps to it which the lend-lease revolvers were 

stamped with and it must have been a direct purchase from S&W by 

Canadian authorities. Good overall condition.

D44 .38/200 Smith & Wesson "Victory" 5" Model Revolver R 1500.00

Inc. issue webbing holster dated 1940. Smooth walnut grips, parkerised 

finish to metalwork. "U.S. Property" marks to top strap. Good original 

condition.

D45 .455 R.I.C. Type Revolver + Holster - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

Ovoid form 4,3" barrel. D.A. mechanism with swing out ejector rod, one 

piece chequered wooden grip with lanyard ring to butt. Finish has faded to a 

plum brown colour. GWOC. Includes issue leather holster.

D46 .455 Webley Mk1 4" Service Revolver - Pre 1898 R 8500.00

Includes issue leather holster & lanyard sling. British military acceptance 

stamps to frame & barrel. Good plus reblued condition.

D47 .455 Webley Mk2 4" Service Revolver - Pre1898 R 8500.00

British military inspection/acceptance to frame and addorsed arrow disposal 

stamps. Revolver shows some fading/loss of finish but in good original 

overall condition.

D48 .455 Webley Mk II Revolver - Pre 1898 R 8500.00

British WD acceptance/inspection stamps to frame. "CAM" unit markings to 

backstrap. Small chips to bottom of both grips. Good professionally 

refinished condition with crisp markings.
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D49 .455 Webley Mk3 4" Service Revolver - Pre 1898 R 8500.00

Some very faint pit marks under finish on rhs of frame. Overall good 

refinished condition.

D50 .455 Webley Mk4 Service Revolver R 8500.00

Frame marked "C.A./S.A.C 06" indicating S.A. Constabulary issue 1906. 

Good plus condition.

D51 .455 Webley Mk4 4" Revolver R 8500.00

Deleted "N.P." [Natal Police], "S.A.M.R." [S. A. Mounted Rifles] and U.D.F 

markings to back strap. Very good arsenal refinished condition.

D52 .455 Webley Service 4" Revolver R 1500.00

Standard British service revolver. Frame of revolver is pitted overall. Fair 

condition.

D53 No Item

D54 .455 Webley Mk 4 4" Service Revolver R 8500.00

Includes "C.G" marked issue leather holster. Revolver features British 

military acceptance & disposal stamps to frame & barrel, "Cape Govt" and 

"D.M.R." markings to backstrap. Very good refinished condition.

D55 .455 Webley Mk V 4" Revolver R 6500.00

Birmingham commercial proofs. Top strap marked Mark "V". Little finish 

remaining to revolver. Good working condition.

D56 .455 Enfield 6" Service Revolver R 4500.00

Enfield produced variant of the Webley Mk6 service revolver. Enfield 

trademark to top strap. Various inspection & WD ownership marks including 

"32" date. Good condition.

D57 .455 Webley Mk V1 Service Revolver R 3750.00

Dated 1918, UDF ownership stamps to frame as well as British military 

acceptance stamps. Good to good plus original condition.

D58 .455 Webley Mk V1 Service Revolver R 3750.00

Standard 6" format, revolver is dated 1918. Carries both UDF & British 

military markings as well as "sold-out-service" marks. Includes lanyard ring. 

Good plus original condition.

D59 .455 Webley Mk6 6" Service Revolver R 3500.00

Includes issue leather holster. Dated 1918. British military acceptance & 

disposal stamps to barrel & frame. Excellent original condition.

D60 .455 Webley Mk VI 4" Ex-SAP Service Revolver R 5500.00

Scarce 4" variant of the Mk 6 ordered by UDF authorities. SAP markings 

marking stamped out & revolver was subsequently marked "GDPS" 

indicating re-issue to Prisons Service. "Winged bullet, Webley Patents Mk 

V1 & Crowns of NP. BP and BV". Good plus original condition.

D61 .38 Webley Mk3 Revolver R 2500.00

Nickel finish, 3" barrel, replacement wood grips. Good plus condition.
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D62 .455 Webley Mk V 4" Service Revolver + Holster R 3500.00

Revolver with some interesting Australian markings to it. British military 

inspection/acceptance stamps to frame and barrel. British broad arrow 

markings to small parts, Lhs of barrel has "Q broad arrow G" mark which has 

been deleted. Rhs of barrel has "Q broad arrow P652" mark which has 

been deleted, whilst rhs of frame has "1D broad arrow D715". Markings 

would indicate ownership by Queensland government police, followed by 

Australian Dept. of Defence. Good original condition. Includes issue leather 

holster.

D63 .455 Webley Mk4 6" Revolver R 3500.00

Commercially proofed revolver with additional serial number applied to lhs of 

barrel. Good original overall condition. Includes issue leather holster.

D64 9mmp Webley & Scott Model 1922 Pistol R 17500.00

Left side of slide marked "Webley & Scott Ltd. London & Birmingham 

9mm Automatic Pistol". W&S winged bullet logo on left front of slide. Has 

U & Broad Arrow stamped on right indicating Union Defence Force 

ownership. The principal country to adopt this model was the Union of South 

Africa and an order was placed for 1000 pistols in 1925. Production ceased 

in 1930 after a total of 1893 were produced. Very scarce, good plus 

condition.

D65 .22lr Webley Mk4 3" Small Frame Revolver R 4500.00

6-shot cylinder, push through safety to frame. Top strap marked to "Webley 

& Scott Ltd Birmingham". Revolver is in mint original condition.

D66 .38 Webley Mk111 3" Revolver + Holster R 2750.00

Military flap-type holster. Large chequered wooden grips. Good to good plus 

original condition.

D67 .38/200 Webley & Scott Mk4 Service Revolver R 1250.00

"War Finish" marked frame with later commercial refinish. Very good 

refinished condition.

D68 .38/200 Webley Mk4 Service Revolver R 1450.00

"War Finish" to frame with machining marks still clearly evident to barrel. 

Top strap is marked "FTR54" indicating factory through repair 1954. 

Excellent bore. Very good factory refurbished condition. Includes issue 

webbing holster date 1941.

D69 .22lr Webley & Scott Mk4 6" Target Revolver R 5500.00

Includes issue holster. Adjustable sights to 6" barrel. Good to good plus 

original condition.

D70 .38/200 Enfield No.2 Mk1 Revolver R 1250.00

Includes issue webbing holster dated 1945. Manufactured by Enfield 1937. 

Ribbed wooden grips. Good original condition.

D71 .38/200 Enfield No 2  Mk 1* Revolver R 2250.00

Hammerless variant with 5" barrel and hard vulcanite grips, good plus 

condition.

D72 .38/200 Enfield No.2 Mk1* Service Revolver R 1650.00

Includes issue canvas webbing holster dated 1943. Double action only 

model with hammer spur removed. Ribbed hard rubber grips with thumb-

rest. Lanyard sling to ring on butt. Good original condition.
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D73 9mmp Star "BKM" Pistol R 2500.00

Alloy framed variant of the BM. 3 1/2" barrel, some holster wear to finish  on 

slide & frame. In good working condition.

D74 9mmp Star "BM" Pistol R 1500.00

Steel frame. Loss of finish to frame. Fair to good condition.

D75 9mmp Star Mod BKM Pistol R 2950.00

Lightweight alloy frame, chequered wooden grips. Excellent condition.

D76 9mmp Star "BKS" Pistol R 2750.00

Alloy framed, 4,4" barrel, eight rd. magazine. Good to good plus condition.

D77 9mmp "Star B Super' Pistol R 2500.00

Includes spare magazine. Barrel length of 5,25". Improved version of the 

SADF Mod B pistol. Good to good plus condition.

D78 9mmp Star Mod B Pistol R 3500.00

Large frame 9mm. 127mm (5") barrel, good bore. Blued overall. Chequered 

black polymer hand grips. VVGC.

D79 9mmk Llama Model 111-A Pistol R 2500.00

Based on the Colt Govt. model lines. Barrel length of 3,7" , grip safety to 

frame. Good to good plus condition.

D80 9mmp Llama Pistol R 3500.00

Design very closely based on the Colt 1911 pistol. Llama has a 4,25" barrel 

and 8-round magazine capacity. Smooth wooden grips with Llama logo to 

them. Good to good plus condition. Includes multipurpose nylon holster.

D81 .38spl Llama 2" Large Frame Revolver R 950.00

Six shot with adjustable sights. Chequered wood grips.

D82 .357mag Llama Commanche 111 4" Revolver + Holster R 1850.00

Adjustable sights and ventilated rib to 4" barrel. Chequered wooden grips 

with "Llama" logos to either side. Good plus original condition but for some 

holster wear to muzzle. Includes leather quick release holster.

D83 .22lr Astra Cadix 6" Revolver R 1450.00

9-shot cylinder and adjustable sights to 6" barrel. Chequered wooden grips 

with Astra logo to them. Excellent condition.

D84 .357mag Astra 6" Revolver R 1450.00

Complete with adjustable sights and Hogue rubber mono-grip. Very good 

plus condition.

D85 9mmp FN-Browning HP Pistol R 4750.00

Standard configuration. Very good condition.

D86 7.65mm FN Mod 1900 Pistol R 950.00

Serial number 4073xx. Fair to good condition.

D87 7.65 FN 1910 Pistol R 1750.00

Serial no. 5563xx. Grip safety, good original condition but for some light 

holster wear to LH side of slide.

D88 9mmk FN Mod 1910 Pistol R 2150.00

Some slight holster wear to muzzle & sharp edges. Serial number 504568. 

Good original condition.
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D89 9mmp Heckler & Koch P7M8 Pistol R 13500.00

"Squeeze cocker" with 8rd. magazine capacity and original designed to 

satisfy a demand from the West German Police. Excellent condition.

D90 No Item

D91 7.65mm Beretta Mod 70 Pistol R 1650.00

Barrel length of 3,5", eight shot magazine, blued finish, plastic grips. 

Produced 1958 to 1968. Good condition.

D92 9mmk Beretta 84 Pistol R 2750.00

Double action/single action blowback pistol with alloy frame weighing 22ox. 

Magazine capacity 13 rounds. Highly regarded compact defensive pistol 

produced from 1976 to 2013.

D93 9mmp Beretta M92 Pistol + 2 Mags R 7500.00

Ex police issue, "SAP -RSA" markings to frame. Heel magazine release. 

Very good original condition.

D94 9mmp FN-Browning High Power Pistol R 6500.00

With issue webbing holster including spare magazine. Ring hammer model 

with chequered wooden grips. Serial number 976XX. Good plus condition.

D95 9mmk CZ 83 Pistol R 2750.00

Excellent condition.

D96 9mmk CZ Mod 83 Pistol R 1950.00

Double action, double stack magazine holding 12 rounds. Barrel length of 

3,75". Slight wear to finish on front of frame. Good overall condition.

D97 6.35mm CZ Mod "Z"  Pistol + Holster R 750.00

Pistol is proof dated 1952 and is in excellent original condition. Includes 

holster.

D98 .22 FN Browning Medallist Target Pistol R 2500.00

6.75" vent-rib barrel, with adjustable target sights. Weight to barrel. Walnut 

grips have been modified for better hold. Good condition.

D99 No Item

D100 .357/38spl Lynx 6" Revolver R 4500.00

South African produced revolver which was designed on the lines of the Colt 

Python, S&W Mod 19 and Dan Wesson revolvers whereby one could readily 

change barrel lengths, grips and calibre with a 9mmp cylinder. Ventilated rib 

and adjustable sights to 6" barrel. Rubber grips, "Lynx/Rooikat" marking to 

frame. In production 1978 -1985, this particular model was produced 1979 

and is in good original condition.

D101- 106 Item

D107 .38 Pucara 2" Revolver R 350.00

For the .38 S&W cartridge. A rather bulky gun from Argentina, Reminiscent 

of the British "Bulldog" style. 2" barrel with a good bore and 6 shot cylinder. 

Black finish and polymer grips. A rare bird in South Africa. The Pucara is a 

bird of prey in Patagonia.

D108 7.62mm Tokarev Chinese Type 51 Service Pistol R 2850.00

Chinese script to top of slide, no safety to pistol. Ribbed plastic grips with 

Chinese star to them. Very good condition.

D109 9mmp FN-Uzi HMC R 9500.00

Belgian made example, ex Rhodesian army. Good to good plus condition.
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D110 9mmp IMI "Mini Uzi" Pistol R 9500.00

The 115mm (4,5") barrel has a good bore. One 30 round magazine with the 

gun. Squeeze safety at rear of pistol grip. Military type finish in good 

condition. In good mechanical working order. VGC overall.

D111 9mmp PAM Hand Carbine R 3500.00

Argentinian built 9mmp variant of the US "Grease" gun. Barrel length of 

200mm, telescoping stock and 30rd. magazine.

D112 9mmp Kommando HMC R 3750.00

Rhodesian designed, South African built HMC with 8" barrel, folding wire 

butt and 25 round Uzi magazine, telescoping bolt. Good condition.

D113 9mmp R76 HMC R 4500.00

Includes spare ext. FN-HP magazine. Some loss of finish to edges, good 

working condition.

D114 9mmp BXP HMC - Boxed R 6500.00

The Milkor BXP was the original design of Andries Piek. The full-auto variant 

was purchased by SAP, the Recces and by the security element of what was 

then known as "Jan Smuts" airport. The Correctional services also 

purchased 600 of them. Production of the semi-auto variant later ended up 

with Truvelo. The HMC was offered with a number of different accessories 

such as suppressors, flash hiders etc. It has a bottom folding stock, 208mm 

barrel length and uses 22 & 32 round magazines. In manufacturer's box in 

extremely good original condition.

D115 9mmp Beretta CX4 R 7500.00

Tactical carbine with polymer stock and tactical rail designed to fire both the 

18 and 32 round Beretta pistol magazines. Excellent bore. Good overall 

condition.

D116 9mmp R76 HMC R 5500.00

The R76 was manufactured by Northwood Developments (Pvt.) Ltd of 

Salisbury. First prototype was released in 1976 and production commenced 

1977. It was offered in both a selective fire variant and semi-auto only 

model. The R76 was described a "Complete weapons system" with a 

choice of four barrel lengths, thirteen, twenty or thirty round magazines, fixed 

or folding stocks and a flash hider, bayonet and bipod. This model has a 25 

round magazine, telescoping stock, and 6,5" barrel. Good original condition.

D117 9mmp Sterling Arms HMC R 9500.00

Adopted as a replacement for the renowned Sten gun of WW2 the Sterling 

was one of the better HMC's having a ribbed bolt that cut away dirt and 

fouling and forced it out of the receiver. Side-mounted, curved box magazine 

with 34rd. capacity. Good condition.

D118 12ga Protecta Shotgun R 3250.00

SA designed & manufactured combat shotgun with folding stock, 12 round 

drum magazine, and 14,5" barrel. Twist grip action. Good to good plus 

condition.
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D119 7.65mm Skorpion Machine Pistol R 9500.00

Developed in 1959 and produced by the Czech Zbrojovka factory from 1961 

to 1979. Pistol includes military issue leather holster and magazine pouch 

containing two extra 20 round magazines. Originally designed as a selective 

fire weapon, the pistol has been professionally converted to semi-auto only. 

Extremely compact with an integral folding stock to it, the Skorpion was 

popular with various armed groups including MK, the IRA and the Italian Red 

Brigades. Extremely good condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

E1 .357mag Ruger Security-Six 4" Revolver - Boxed R 3950.00

Blue, 4" barrel, adjustable sights. Condition "as new" in manufacturer's box 

with instruction manual.

E2 .22mag NAA Revolver - Boxed R 3250.00

In manufacturer's box with inside trouser holster & pistol caddy. Condition 

"as new".

E3 .357mag Uberti "Cattleman" "5,5" Revolver - Boxed R 2850.00

In manufacturer's box. Single-action with colour case-hardened frame, blued 

barrel and brass grip strap. Adjustable sights, 5,5" barrel length.

E4 .22lr Sauer "Western Six-Shooter "5,5" Revolver R 1950.00

Single action revolver with plain walnut grips. Good original condition.

E5 .357mag Dakota Single Action Rev + Belt & Holster R 2750.00

Sold by Intercontinental Arms USA. Blued 4" barrel, colour case-hardened 

frame, brass grip strap & smooth wooden grips. Good to good plus 

condition.

E6 .38spl Uberti Single-Action 4,75" Revolver R 2500.00

Blued 4,75" barrel, colour case-hardened frame, brass grip-strap. Ideal 

"cowboy action" revolver. Includes inside trouser holster. Smooth walnut 

grips. Good to very good condition.

E7 .38spl Taurus Mod 85 2" Revolver R 850.00

Includes leather hi-ride holster. Revolver shows some pitting to side of 

cylinder.

E8 .38spl Taurus 4" Revolver R 1500.00

Large frame, six-shot, 4" revolver with chequered factory grips. Excellent 

condition.

E9 .357mag Taurus 4" Revolver - Boxed R 1950.00

In manufacturer's box. Ribbed 4" barrel with adjustable sights. Chequered 

wooden grips with Taurus logo to them. Excellent condition.

E10 .357mag Rossi 2,5" S/S Revolver R 3250.00

Stainless steel compact .357magnum with factory rubber grips, adjustable 

rear sights, hi-viz front sight and factory ported 2,5" barrel. Excellent 

condition.

E11 9mmp CZ Model 75 Pistol R 5500.00

Pistol includes spare magazine and is proof dated 92. Excellent original 

condition.

CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
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E12 .40 S&W Tanfoglio Pistol R 4500.00

With a 116.9mm (4 5/8") barrel, good bore. Dull black finish in pretty good 

shape. Double stack magazine. Smooth wooden hand grips. Mechanically 

sound. VGC.

E13 .45 Norinco  M1911A1 Semi-Auto Pistol R 5500.00

Pachmayr grips, plastic jet funnel & extended safety fitted. Very good 

condition.

E14 .38spl Rohm Mod 17 O/U Derringer R 1500.00

Barrels of 2,75". Chequered black plastic grips. Made in west Germany. 

Good original condition.

E15 .22lr NAA Revolver R 2950.00

In folding grip holster, 1,25" barrel. Very good condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

F1 .577 Snider 3-Band Mk1 Service Rifle R 5500.00

Lock with Crown cypher marked "Tower 1872". Barrel length of 34,5". Brass 

trigger guard and butt plate. Some light pitting of barrel below rear sight, rest 

of rifle is in good original condition with a dark brown patina to metalwork.

F2 .577/450 Martini-Henry Service Rifle R 6500.00

Standard service configuration with no markings to receiver other than the 

number "13" which is possibly a rack number. British commercial proofs to 

barrel. Rifle has been professionally reblued. Good condition overall.

F3 .577/450 Westley-Richards "ZAR"  Martini Rifle R 7500.00

LHS of receiver is marked "Made Specially for ZAR". Knox form is dated 

1897. "Westley Richards address and Henry Rifling" to barrel. Stock has 

been professionally refinished, relatively good bore and markings to 

metalwork are crisp. Barrel and action have a faded grey finish. Good 

overall.

F4 10.4x38 Swiss Vetterli Service Rifle R 9500.00

Lhs of receiver marked "Waffenfabrik Bern M.78", barrel length of 33", rear 

sight has provision for firing to 1200m, hooked trigger guard. Rifle has 

original cleaning rod and issue leather sling. Good plus original condition as 

are most Swiss ex-service rifles.

F5 7.9mm Mauser Gew 88 Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 4500.00

Tubular teel sleeve over 28" barrel, Protruding clip-fed magazine housing, 

butter knife type bolt handle. Rear sight graduated to 1600m. Full-length 

pale stock has been refinished as has the metalwork on the rifle. Fair to 

good condition.

F6 7mm "Boer" Mauser Rifle By Loewe R 12500.00

"B" series rifle by Ludwig Loewe. Matching numbers to bolt & receiver. 

Includes cleaning rod. Expected loss of finish to metalwork, good original 

condition overall. Markings on the lhs of the action  "Mod-Mauser 1896. 

Ludw. Loewe, Berlin". The 29" [73,7] barrel. Metal finish is mottled. 

Woodwork is reasonably good, just a few dings, scratches and initials. Fair 

to good condition.

CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
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F7 7x57 M1895 Chilean Mauser Service Rifle R 4000.00

Identical to the "Boer" Mauser rifle but for the round rather than flat bolt 

head and double, rather than single sight elevator mechanism. Includes 

issue leather sling and cleaning rod. Chilean crest to receiver. Good plus 

condition but for some carry wear to fore part of barrel finish.

F8 6.5mm M1904 Portuguese Mauser Service Rifle R 2950.00

Breech with the crowned "CI" conjoined initials indicating King Carlos the 

1st.  29"(73.7cm) round barrel with regulation sights. No doubt a souvenir of 

the German Southwest African 1915 campaign. The Portuguese gifted 20 

000 M1904 rifles to the UDF for use in this campaign because they were 

wary of the threat posed by the Germans on their Angolan and Mozambican 

borders. Portugal later converted all of their M1904 rifles to 7,92mm calibre 

and a shorter K98 configuration so the original 6,5mm M1904 are now 

particularly scarce. Expected wear to bore, good overall condition.

F9 .303br Lee Enfield "Long-Lee" L.E 1 Rifle R 4500.00

Butt socket marked "Crown E.R. 1903 L.E.1* ". Receiver ring carries UDF 

stamp and "CAM" marking. Post Boer war sight upgrade. Volley sights 

removed. Expected wear to bore. Rifle has incorrect No. 4 type magazine, 

otherwise good original condition.

F10 .303br "Long Lee" Service Rifle R 4950.00

Butt socket marked "Crown V.R. Sparkbrook 1901 L.E. 1*". Rifle is still 

equipped with front & rear volley sights  and also fore-sight protector sleeve. 

Boer war type rear sights, rifle has not been equipped with the post Boer war 

upgrade. Good original overall.

F11 .303br S.M.L.E No.1 Mk3 Service Rifle R 3950.00

Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. LSA Co. Ltd. 1917 Sht. L.E. 111". Fair 

bore. Good original overall.

F12 .303br S.M.L.E. No.1 Mk3 Service Rifle R 3950.00

Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. BSA Co. 1917 111". Includes webbing 

sling and mount for Target peep sight. Butt roundel missing. Fair to good 

condition.

F13 .303br P-14 Enfield Target Service Rifle R 4000.00

Manufactured by Remington, fitted with a Parker-Hale Patt. 14 target peep 

sight with adjustable dioptre. Includes issue webbing sling. Some wear to 

bore, good original overall.

F14 7.92x57mm Mauser KAV KAR 98 Carbine R 75000.00

Extremely rare Mauser KAVKAR98 bolt-action carbine with 440mm barrel 

manufactured by Erfurt in 1900. Ball’s book on Military Mausers lists only 33 

known examples of these rifles. Marked “Crown Erfurt 1900” on top of 

receiver and “Kav. Kar. 98” on left sidewall. Miniature Lange rear sight 

marked from 200m to 1200m. Full-length stock with full top handguard and 

metal nose cap with front sight protector wings. All parts including receiver, 

barrel, bolt with flat spoon handle, stock, butt plate and all small parts have 

serial number “896”. The only non-matching part is the magazine floor plate 

with serial number “97”. Stock has many ordnance stamps and is marked 

“GIBEON” an outpost manned by the German Schutztruppe in Southwest 

Africa during the colonial wars. Rifle in very good original condition, fully 

functional and complete..
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F15 No Item

F16 .303br No. 4 Mk 1/2 Service Rifle R 5000.00

Rifle produced as a Mk1 at ROF Fazakerley, upgraded as Mk1/2  via 

"FactoryThrough Repair" Fazakerley in 1953. Fair to good bore. Good 

"Factory Through Repair" condition.

F17 .303br Lee Enfield No.4 Mk2 Service Rifle R 5000.00

Manufactured by ROF Fazakerley 7/49. Includes webbing sling. Rifle is 

unusual in that it has post 1961 "M within U" military ownership stamp to 

receiver.  Good bore, good original overall.

F18 .303br Lee Enfield No.4 Mk1* Service Rifle R 5000.00

Manufactured "Long Branch 1942". Includes issue webbing sling. UDF 

ownership stamps to receiver ring. Fitted with correct Mk111 rear sight. 

Good to good plus bore, good plus overall.

F19 .303br No. 4 Mk II Service Rifle R 5000.00

Produced ROF Fazakerley 2/50. Good bore, good plus original condition

F20 .303br Lee Enfield No.4 Mk1 Target Rifle R 5000.00

Fitted with PH 5C peep target sight manufactured by Delfos Ordnance 

Works. Rifle manufactured by ROF Fazakerley 10/48.  Fair bore, good 

original condition.

F21 .303br No. 4 Mk II Service Rifle R 5000.00

Produced ROF Fazakerley 3/50. Good bore, good plus original condition.

F22 .303br Lee Enfield No.5 Jungle Carbine R 6500.00

One of the Gibbs Rifle Co. conversions of the No.4 carbines to No. 5 

configuration. Identifiable by the lack of lightening grooves to the knox form 

and cut-out to the back of the action. Includes issue webbing sling. Excellent 

bore, very good plus condition.

F23 7mm Chilean M95 Short Rifle R 7500.00

Scarce variant of the M95, the short rifle fell neatly halfway between the 

standard Chilean rifle and the carbine. Full stock to 21" barrel, side mounted 

sling swivels. Chilean crest to receiver which is marked "Mauser Chileno 

1895 Deutsche Waffen und Munitions fabriken Berlin". Stock displays a 

repaired chip to the butt, reblued metalwork. Good overall condition.

F24 8x57mm Yugoslav M-48 Mauser Service Rifle R 4500.00

Includes issue leather sling & cleaning rod. "Prezduce 44" signifying 

production in factory 44. Yugoslav communist crest to receiver ring. Good 

plus bore, good plus overall.

F25 7.62 x 54R M38 Moisin-Nagant Rifle R 4750.00

Soviet manufacture 1943. Relatively good bore. A few dings to stock, overall 

good condition.

F26 7.62mm Moisin Nagant Russian M38 Carbine R 4000.00

Manufactured Ishvest arsenal 1943. Includes webbing sling. Fair to good 

bore, rest very good condition.
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F27 7.62mm Musgrave Prototype Sniper Rifle R 17500.00

Prototype sniper/ commando, bolt action rifle, developed for potential SADF 

use by Musgrave in 1960's. Rifle is based on RSA target action, which has 

been opened up for FN box magazine, FN type peep rear sight, front sight 

and muzzle brake/flash-hider to barrel. Walnut stock, this rifle would have 

made an extremely accurate and effective sniper rifle and could well have 

been the ultimate bolt-action military rifle, but it was of course too late for it's 

time as the selective fire rifle was by then firmly entrenched. Excellent bore, 

excellent overall condition

F28 .30m1 Carbine By Winchester R 9500.00

Includes issue sling and oil bottle. Adjustable rear sight and round bolt. No. 

6510xx. Stock has been lightly refreshed, some wear to parkerised finish on 

metalwork

F29 .30-06 P-17 Enfield Service Rifle R 9500.00

Manufactured by Winchester. Includes issue leather sling. Receiver ring 

marked "U.S. Model of 1917 Winchester". US "Flaming bomb" ownership 

mark to side of receiver. Matching numbers to bolt & receiver. Slight wear to 

bore, good original overall with crisp markings.

F30 .30M1carbine Folding Stock By General Motors R 9500.00

With post-war military pattern folding stock fitted. Includes round bolt and 

bayonet lug fitting. By Inland Division of General Motors. No. 93930XX. Very 

good condition.

F31 .30m1 Carbine By Underwood R 12500.00

Includes canvas issue sling, oil bottle and magazine webbing pouch fitted to 

butt. Carbine is equipped with bayonet lug, adjustable rear sight and flat bolt. 

Barrel is marked "Underwood 11/43" and also carries the US flaming bomb 

ownership mark. No. 26719xx. Good to good plus original condition.

F32 7.62mm SKS Service Rifle R 7500.00

Includes blade bayonet, Laminated stock. Some dings & scratches to finish 

on stock, otherwise good.

F33 7.62x39mm Hungarian AMD63 AKM/S Rifle R 18500.00

Under-folding stock, wooden pistol grip and fore end which are black 

finished. Excellent arsenal refinished condition.

F34 .223rem Colt AR15 "SP1" Series Rifle R 25000.00

Includes military issue webbing sling, one of the early first generation Colt 

guns, model SP1. Serial number SP1085xx.  Action displays slight loss of 

finish to carrying handle, the rest all good plus condition.

F35 7.62mm R1/FN-Fal SADF Service Rifle R 17500.00

S.A produced variant of the FN-Fal with "R1-7.62mm & M within U" SADF 

ownership markings to it. Rifle is built on a type1 receiver with vertical take-

down lever, grenade sight and typical S.A. selector lever. Matching numbers, 

relatively good bore, very good overall refinished condition.

F36 .308win FN-Fal Commercial Rifle R 14500.00

Commercial variant of the Fal which was produced in semi-auto only and is 

marked "F.AL. cal. .308" and to opposite side, "Fabrique Nationale Herstal 

Belgium". Wooden butt, extended commercial flash-hider and straight gas 

plug. Includes spare set of handguards. Excellent bore, excellent overall 

condition.
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F37 7.62mm FN Para-Fal Rifle R 27500.00

Rifle is built on the FN Belgian made type 3 receiver and is marked 

"Fabrique Nationale Herstal Belgique". Rifle has 18" barrel. Includes 

carrying handle and is in excellent condition.

F38 7.62mm FN "Heavy Barrel" Service Rifle R 25000.00

Commonly known in SA as the heavy barrel, the factory designation was the 

"Falo" and was used as a squad automatic weapon by both SA and 

Rhodesian troops. The HB weighed 6kg. with a folding bipod as opposed to 

4,25kg on the standard issue Fal/R1 model. Where-as all SA made R1 rifles 

were built on the type 1 action, the HB's were produced from 1961 onwards 

on the strengthened type 2 action which was better suited for sustained full-

auto fire and is still in use today. The HB's were issued with 20 & 30rd. 

magazines. It is available in wooden stocked variants with a folding shoulder 

rest or the standard synthetic. The HB also has a larger carrying handle 

which is reversed to better handle the increased weight. Good plus bore. 

Very good plus condition. Semi-auto only.

F39 .223 LM4 Tactical Rifle R 22500.00

Custom-assembled by Bruce Wentzel from new components. Galil action, 

LM4 barrel, LM5 fore end, AK foresight. Tactical rail fitted 1x40 scope, torch, 

"Armed Forces" Laser module, UTG rubbers and vertical fore-

grip/monopod. Provision for Dragunov type side scope mounting as well. 

"Full-house" gun. SABS proofed. "As new" condition.

F40 7.62mm  Nato Heckler & Koch G3 Rifle R 13500.00

Very early G3 military semi-automatic rifle manufactured at Heckler & Koch 

factory in Germany around 1961. Complete with original wooden stock and 

wooden fore end,  20-round magazine and sling. Rifle is 100% original 

condition with original finish.

F41 .22lr Oberndorf Mauser Mod Ms350B Rifle R 9500.00

Original Oberndorf Mauser model Ms350B clip-fed bolt-action target rifle in 

.22LR calibre made in 1935. The Ms350B was Mauser’s top-of-the line 

target rifle and the most expensive smallbore rifle made by them, but is very 

rare as only 8600 were made, and according to Jon Speed is only 

“infrequently offered for sale”. Receiver is grooved for scope mounts and the 

27-inch heavy contour target barrel has long grooves for sliding the fully 

adjustable rear sight. Rifle in excellent original condition, excellent bore, 

blueing 95% plus, stock has original finish, original butt plate and Mauser 

cartouche. Matching numbers throughout with original Mauser 5shot 

magazine. Marked “Mauser Werke A-G Oberndorf A/N” on side of action.

F42 .22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle R 2850.00

Includes adjustable dioptre BSA peep rear sight, tunnel fore sight and target 

sling. Barrel length of 29". Fore end of 12". UDF marks to barrel and 

receiver. Wood work shows some signs of use and could be cleaned up, 

good metalwork and very good bore.

F43 .22lr Winchester Mod. 63 S/Auto Rifle R 3750.00

One of the more desirable old school semi-auto .22lr. rifles, the Mod. 63 is 

constructed of wood & steel with no plastics or alloys to it. Serial number 

indicates 1956 production. Open sights to 23,25" barrel, tubular magazine to 

buttstock. Some light surface pitting below finish on bottom of receiver. 

Good overall though.
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F44 .22lr Remington "Sportsmaster" Rifle R 1750.00

Bolt action with five round box magazine. Open sights to 25" round barrel. 

Good bore, fair to good overall with some fading to finish.

F45 .22lr Tyrol Mod 502 Rifle R 3000.00

Bolt action with five round magazine and 23" barrel carrying open sights. 

Made in Austria. Chequered wrist. Good plus bore.  Good original condition.

F46 .22lr Brno Mod 2 Rifle R 4750.00

Open sights to 24" barrel. Rifle proofed 1973. Well figured stock & 

chequered wrist. Rear sight blade has been removed magazine missing, 

otherwise good plus condition.

F47 .22lr Brno Mod 2 Rifle - Scoped R 6500.00

Fitted with Tasco 4x32 scope. Includes spare 10 rd. magazine. Rear sight 

blade removed to make way for scope. Two patches with some loss of 

bluing to exterior of 24" barrel. Proofed 1983. Schnabel fore end and 

chequered wrist. Good to good plus overall.

F48 .22lr Beretta Dual Action Rifle - Scoped R 3500.00

Fitted with steel tubed Weaver K3-C3 scope. Built on similar lines to the pre-

war Walther rifle, this can be fired either as a semi-auto or by moving the 

bolt handle down, be used as a conventional bolt action rifle. Open sights to 

20,5" barrel, five round box magazine. Proofed 1952. Good original 

condition.

F49 .22lr Ruger 10/22 S/A Rifle - Scoped R 3500.00

Fitted with Tasco Bantam 4x32 scope. Ten round magazine. Repaired light 

crack to stock, anodised black finish removed from receiver. Overall, good 

condition.

F50 .22lr Winchester Mod 77 S/Auto Rifle R 4500.00

Open sights to 22" barrel, ten shot magazine, serial number 129195, rifles 

introduced in 1955, discontinued in 1963. Good original condition.

F51 .22lr Winchester M77 S/Auto Rifle - Scoped R 3750.00

Fitted with Weaver J2,5 riflescope. Deluxe model with chequered wrist & 

fore end plus tubular under barrel magazine. Open sights to 22" barrel. The 

M77 was produced 1955 to 1963. Good to good plus condition.

F52 .22lr BSA training Rifle R 1750.00

"War Office" single shot trainer with 3/4 length stock. Fairly good bore. Good 

overall condition.

F53 .22hnt Zidi Rifle R 6500.00

Rifle made prior to WW2. The Zidi Company is still in operation today. UDF 

ownership stamp to both barrel and pistol grip indicates WW2 Government 

confiscation. Open sights to 22,5" barrel, receiver dove tailed for scope 

mounts, schnabel type fore end with chequering to both fore end and pistol 

grip, cheek piece to well figured stock. Metal work shows some loss of finish 

to bottom of magazine and high spots. Overall good plus condition.

F54 .22hnt Savage bolt action Rifle - Scoped R 4500.00

Fitted with Bisley Deluxe 4x32 scope on Weaver side-mounts. Open sights 

to 22" barrel, five shot detachable magazine. Good overall condition.
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F55 .22hnt Brno Mod ZKW465 Rifle R 7500.00

Proofed 1949. Double set trigger and detachable magazine. Open sights to 

23" barrel. God plus bore, good to good plus overall condition.

F56 .222 CZ Mod 527 Bolt Action Rifle R 7500.00

Detachable box magazine, 23,5" barrel, well-figured stock. Rifle proofed 

1991. Excellent condition.

F57 .223rem Brno Mod ZKK 601 Deluxe Rifle R 9500.00

Open sights to 24" barrel. Monte-Carlo stock with two panel chequering to 

fore end and grip. Monte-Carlo type butt with ventilated recoil pad. Proofed 

1982. Fair to good bore. Good plus condition.

F58 6mm musg Westley Richards Falling Block Rifle R 45000.00

Custom rifle built on Westley-Richards falling block action with Musgrave 

barrel of 26,5" which has open sights fitted and provision for scope 

mounting. Walnut classic styled stock with wrap-around chequering to fore 

end wrist, dark fore end tip and steel grip cap with compartment for spare 

sights etc. Chequered steel butt plate with flap to it. A better quality rifle with 

mint bore and in excellent overall condition.

F59 .250savage Winchester Pre-64 Mod 70 Rifle R 17500.00

Serial number indicates 1952 manufacture. Open sights to 24" barrel, Lynx 

type steel bases to receiver. Wrap around chequering to fore end and wrist. 

Chequered steel butt plate. A classic hunting rifle in good plus condition, 

relatively good bore.

F60 6.5mm Mannl Schoenauer Full-Stock Carbine R 14500.00

Built on the M1903 action. Open sights to 18" full-stock barrel with staghorn 

fore end tip and Bavarian styled cheek piece. Typical Mannlicher styled butt 

trap. Finely chequered pistol grip. Rifle has been reblued with some loss of 

definition to markings on receiver. Good to good plus bore. Good plus 

condition overall.

F61 6.5x58mm "Africa" Model Oberndorf Mauser Rifle R 37500.00

The "Special African Type" or Model "L" has a long 27,6" barrel and is 

stocked three quarter length to the muzzle. Serial number indicates 1927 

manufacture and the 27,6" barrel is marked to "Vertreter fur S W Afrika A. 

Rosenthal .Windhuk"  who were Mauser importing distributors for German 

South West Africa[Namibia] for many years. Lever release floor plate, 

double set triggers. Matching numbers, steel grip cap, "Mauser" butt plate. 

Fairly good bore, receiver has been drilled and tapped for scope use but bolt 

is unaltered. Good to good plus overall. Very few of the Mauser sporting 

rifles were made in the Portuguese 6.5x58mm calibre.

F62 7x57 Brno Mod 20/21 Full-Stock Rifle R 18500.00

Open sights to 20,5" barrel which has been proofed 1949. Dovetailed flat-top 

receiver, spoon type bolt handle and double triggers to action. Shotgun type 

trigger guard. Two panel chequering to wrist and fore end, cheek piece to 

butt. Rifle has been reblued at some stage but work has been done 

professionally with crisp markings. Fairly good bore, good overall condition.

F63 No Item
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F64 7.5mm Swiss Target Rifle R 6500.00

Fluted, octagonal 33.5" heavy barrel marked to "Charles Heervevey". Micro 

adjustable rear target sight on sliding rib. Adjustable fore sight on sliding rib. 

Colour case hardened action marked to "Sonnay Fils Tavernes". Barrel 

and receiver marked "11" for M1911 Swiss 7,5mm service rifle cartridge. 

Ornate trigger guard/ action lever. Adjustable double set trigger. Hooked 

target type butt plate with cheek piece to butt. Ornate engraving to fore end. 

Good bore, high percentage original finish. An ornate high grade 

target/sporting rifle in good plus condition.

F65 .303br BSA Sporting Rifle R 2950.00

Built on the restyled P-14 action by BSA, action has had the ears removed, 

magazine box straightened and action drilled & tapped for scope mounts. 

Open sights to 24" barrel. Two panel chequering to wrist, cheek piece & 

solid BSA marked plate to butt. Fair to good bore, good overall condition.

F66 .303 BSA Lee-Speed Sporting Rifle R 5500.00

Round and tapered 25" barrel with a good bore. Fitted with a 3 leaf and long-

range ladder rear sight. Five shot sporting magazine fitted. Flat bolt handle. 

Forearm chequered, as is pistol grip to sporting stock. Much original finish. 

Fair bore. Good overall condition.

F67 .30-06spr Sako Mod. A111 Rifle - Scoped R 13500.00

Fitted with Lynx 3-9X scope. Open sights have been removed from 24" 

barrel but are included with rifle. Well-figured  Monte-Carlo stock with Sako 

recoil pad and two panel chequering to fore end and wrist. Excellent bore, 

good plus overall condition

F68 .30-06 Mannl Schoenauer Mod GK Rifle R 18500.00

Open sights to 24" barrel. Receiver ring  marked "Made in Austria Original 

Mannlicher Schoenauer Mod. GK Kal. .30-06". Black fore end tip & grip 

caps, wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip, 

shadow line cheek piece to butt. Good plus bore, good plus overall 

condition.

F69 7.92x57mm  Mauser Mod 98 Sporting Rifle R 9650.00

Octagonal ribbed barrel of 31" (789mm) carrying loop and ladder rear sight 

and marked to "R. Muller". Double set triggers. Typical German sporting 

stock with schnabel fore end. Chequered wrist and fore arm. Scroll 

engraving to action. There is a story behind the rifle. It was allegedly given to 

the owners father a Capt. De Jager by Genl. De Wet and then seized in 

WW2 despite the owner appealing for exemption. It was stored at the 

Utrecht magistrates office and returned to the son post war. Fair bore.
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F70 8x57mm Westley Richards Rifle - Scoped R 29500.00

A-grade rifle built by Westley-Richards on the M98 Oberndorf Mauser action. 

Fitted with steel-tube Weaver K6-W scope on QD mounts. Barrel length of 

26" with typical Westley-Richards type foresight, barrel swivel and five leaf 

express rear sight. Barrel marked "Westley-Richards & Co. London". 

Action has double-set triggers and lever release floorplate. Westley number 

to receiver, Oberndorf numbers to barrel & bolt handle. Stock is a well 

figured classic English style with horn fore end tip and grip caps, wrap 

around chequering to fore end and two panel chequering to grip. Steel butt 

plate with flap for storing cleaning equipment. Good bore. The classic 

English sporting rifle in good to good plus condition.

F71 9.3x62mm Mannl Schoenauer Mod 1950 Rifle R 18500.00

Half-stock configuration with wrap around chequering to fore end and two 

panel chequering to wrist. Open sights to 24" barrel. Receiver marked 

"Made in Austria Original Mannlicher Schoenauer Mod 1950 Kal. 

9,3x62" & Steyr Daimler- Puch A.G. Steyr". Double set triggers. Cheek 

piece and ventilated recoil pad to butt. Good bore, good plus overall.

F72 9.5mm Mannlicher M1910 Take Down Rifle R 9500.00

Open sights to 24" barrel, extended steel tang for take-down mechanism. 

Replacement walnut stock fitted with cheek piece and steel butt plate. 

Chequered wrist & fore end. Some pitting to exterior of barrel along stock 

line. Fair to good condition.

F73 .375h&hmag Ruger No.1 Falling Block Rifle - Scoped R 25000.00

Fitted with Leupold Vari-X 111 1,5-5X scope. Barrel length of 24" with 

banded front sight, barrel band swivel and rear sight scope mount. Two 

panel chequering to fore end & wrist, solid red Ruger recoil pad to butt. Gun 

shows some carrying wear to sharp edges of finish. Good bore, good 

overall.

F74 .375H&H Steyr- Mannlicher Mod S Rifle - Scoped R 19500.00

Includes spare magazine. Fitted with 4x32 Tasco Bantam scope. Open 

sights to 26" hammer-forged barrel. Double set trigger to action. Two panel 

chequering & rosewood grip & tip caps to Monte-Carlo type stock. Ventilated 

Steyr pad to butt. Excellent bore, excellent condition.

F75 10.75x68mm Oberndorf Mauser Rifle R 45000.00

Octagonal barrelled Mauser rifle. Integral fore sight and sliding tangent rear 

sight to 24" barrel which is marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser A/G Oberndorf 

an Nekar". Serial number 83755 indicates 1921 manufacture. Single square 

bridge action which is fitted with correct period see through scope mounts 

and has a 2-7x32 Tasco scope mounted. Double recoil lugs to receiver, 

lever release floor plate, double trigger action. Wrap around chequering to 

fore end, two panel chequering to pistol grip which is mounted with a steel 

cap, cheek piece and solid butt plate to well figured stock. Rifle bore 

displays expected accepted wear to rifling. Rifle is in an excellent 

professionally refinished condition.
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F76 .404jeff Sabi Custom Rifle R 125000.00

Built on Oberndorf single square bridge magnum Mauser action by Sabi 

rifles. Open sights to 23,5" with three leaf rear sight and barrel band swivel. 

Well figured walnut stock fine wrap-around chequering to wrist and fore end, 

double recoil lugs, steel grip cap and solid red recoil pad. Dark wood fore 

end tip. Rifle is basically unfired but for sighting shots and is "as new".

F77 .416rigby Ruger No.1 Falling Block Rifle R 35000.00

Barrel length of 24" with banded front sight, barrel band swivel and rear 

sight/scope mount base. Two panel chequering to fore end and wrist. Rifle a 

leather Pachmayr slip on recoil pad and buttstock ammo carrier. Excellent 

condition.

F78 .458wm  Steyr Mannlicher Mod S Rifle R 21500.00

Includes spare magazine in unique factory butt trap. Open sights to 23,5" 

hammer forged barrel. Monte-Carlo style stock has two panel chequering to 

wrist & fore end, grip & tip caps and ventilated Steyr recoil pad. Excellent 

bore, excellent overall condition.

F79 .44-40 Colt Lightning Slide Action Rifle -Pre 1898 R 11500.00

Medium frame, serial number 201XX indicating 1886 manufacture. 

Chequered fore end, 26" round barrel, good bore. Early model rifle with 1883 

patent date, prior to sliding breech cover. Very good professionally refinished 

condition.

F80 .44-40 Greener Martini Sporting Rifle R 3250.00

Ovoid form 26,5" barrel with cupped fore-sight and four leaf rear sight. 

Flattened top of barrel is marked. "W.W. Greener. 68 Haymarket London". 

Cross-hatched finish to side of action is marked "W.W. Greener". UDF 

marks to knox form. Pistol grip type butt with crisp chequering to it. Good 

original overall with a good plus bore.

F81 .450 No.2 Musket By Field Of London R 4250.00

Sporting Martini rifle with ribbed 28,75" barrel carrying leaf & ladder rear 

sight. Rib marked "Field London" as is side of action. Sporting fore end 

with horn tip, pistol grip type stock with some chips to butt socket. Fair to 

good overall condition.

F82 8x56mm Mannl. Schoenauer Mod 1908 Rifle - Cased R 25000.00

Original early bolt-action hunting rifle with rotary magazine and flat bolt 

handle made in 1912. Rifle is an original factory take down model with 22" 

barrel and half-length stock, twin set triggers, ramp front sight and folding 

leaves rear sight. Very rare factory fitted vintage Voigtlander SKOPAR 5 

telescope in factory QR mounts, with optics still very good and scope 

numbered to rifle. Everything cased in a high quality vintage full leather case 

with cleaning rod and spare rear sight. Case has been professionally re-

lined. The action is marked “Oesterr. Waffenfabr.-Ges.Steyr” on the left 

hand side and “Patent Mannlicher Schoenauer M1908” on the receiver 

ring. Fully functional & complete, original finish on metal and wood, original 

steel trapdoor butt plate with storage compartments for cleaning kit & spare 

rounds. Removeable horn pistol grip cap houses spare front sight. Matching 

numbers throughout including the stock. Condition excellent overall, bore is 

excellent, blueing 95% plus.
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F83 .450/400 3" W.J. Jeffery S/S Double Rifle R 180000.00

Boxlock, extractor, hammerless top lever with 24" barrels in excellent 

condition. Express rear sight with one standing and four folding leafs. Tiger 

engraving scenes to action. Well-figured walnut stock 15,25: L.O.P. over 

recoil pad. Overall excellent condition.

F84- 88 No Item

F89 12ga Stephen Grant S/S Sidelock Shotgun - Cased R 55000.00

In leather motor case with "Stephen Grant" label to lid. Very well figured 

stock with " L.O.P.  Sleeved 28" barrels which are choked 1/4 & 1/4. 

"Stephen Grant" name & address to top rib. Serial number 50xx. Fine scroll 

engraving to locks & action with arcaded fences. Disc set strikers to 

receiver. Well figured stock with 14,25" L.O.P. and teardrops to rear of locks. 

Excellent bores. A rather attractive gun in very good condition.

F90 12ga Westley Richards S/L EJ S/S Shotgun R 32500.00

"Self-opening" sidelock, ejector, Grade "634 F" gun with 30"steel barrels 

choked full & imp. cylinder. Manufactured 1903. Fair trace of colour case-

hardening to lock plates. Well figured semi-pistol grip stock with fine wrap-

around chequering to wrist & fore end. Some wear to blued finish on tang of 

grip, otherwise all in very good original condition. Excellent bores, tight 

action, very good original condition.

F91 12ga Purdey Sidelock S/S Shotgun R 95000.00

"Self-opener" with 29,75" barrels choked . Gun is No. 1 of a pair and top rib 

is marked "J. Purdey & Sons South Audley Street London. W Sir Joseph 

Whitworth's Fluid steel". Choked improved and half. L.OP. of 15". Leaf 

scrolled fences, fine rose and scroll engraving to locks. Manufactured 1883. 

Good bores, tight action good to good plus overall condition.

F92 No Item

F93 12ga William Evans S/S Shotgun R 9500.00

Boxlock ejector, No.2 of a pair. Gun has been restocked with well figured 

walnut and features a beavertail fore end and cheek piece to butt. Barrel 

length of 30", choked imp. cyl. & 1/4. L.o.p of 15,75". Action has extensive 

engraving to it and deep relief arcaded fences. The panels behind the action 

have dark wood inlays to them. Red Silvers pad to butt would require 

replacing. Good nitro-proofed bores are chambered for 2,75" 11/8 oz. loads. 

Action tight. No. 6638. Stock could do with a cosmetic refinish, overall good 

condition.

F94 12ga Midland Sidelock Ej. S/S Shotgun R 13500.00

Nitro-proofed Damscus barrels of 30" choked 3/4 & improved. "Midland 

Gun Co. Birmingham" to top rib. Rose & scroll engraving to locks, action 

has Greener type cross bolt. Straight-hand stock with 14,5" L.O.P. Wrap-

around chequering to straight wrist & fore end. Gun is in very good 

professionally refinished condition but for some light scuffing to bores which 

could no doubt be polished out.

F95 No Item

F96 12ga BSA Boxlock S/S Shotgun R 3500.00

Extractor action with 30" barrels choked 3/4 & improved cylinder. Straight 

hand wrist with wrap around chequering to wrist & fore end. L.O.P of 15,25". 

Excellent bores, good plus overall condition.
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F97 12ga BSA Boxlock S/S Shotgun R 3500.00

Extractor action with 30" barrels choked 3/4 & improved cylinder. Straight 

hand wrist with wrap around chequering to wrist & fore end. L.O.P of 

15,25".Good bores, good plus overall condition.

F98 No Item

F99 28ga Beretta Single Barrel Shotgun R 1450.00

Folding gun with 27,75" barrel. Receiver marked "Fucile Rinforzato 

Speciale Pietro Beretta". Good to good plus bore. Good condition.

F100 12ga Aya S/S Boxlock Shotgun R 4500.00

Non-ejector with 28" barrels choked full & half. Full colour case-hardening to 

action. Very good condition. L.O.P of 14,75 ". Good plus bores.

F101 12ga Aya Sidelock S/S Shotgun R 12500.00

Demi-block barrels of 30" which are choked 3/4 and 1/4. Colour case-

hardened locks. Pistol grip type stock with some wear to finish on grip. 

Excellent bores, tight action. Good to good plus condition.

F102 12ga Zabala Sidelock N.E. S/S Shotgun R 4500.00

Barrels of 25" choked 1/4 & improved. Extension added to pistol grip stock to 

give L.O.P. of 14,5". Engraving to lock plates. Reinforcing bolsters to action. 

Excellent bores. Some light chips to varnished finish, gun would benefit from 

an oil finish for S.A hunting conditions. Good condition.

F103- 104 No Item

F105 12ga Winchester M50 S/Auto & 2 Barrels R 4500.00

The M50 was produced 1954 to 1963 and regarded as one of Winchesters' 

more successful semi-auto shotguns. The gun has a 26" field barrel with a 

"Lyman choke" variable choke/compensator & also spare skeet & trap 

barrels. It has a particularly high standard of finish & is in exceptionally good 

condition.

F106 12ga Remington Mod 11 S/Auto Shotgun R 4500.00

Remington built variant of the FN-Browning "humpback" A5 s/auto shotgun. 

Full-choke 30" barrel. Wrap-around chequering to fore end, two panel 

chequering to grip. Game scene engravings to both sides of action. L.O.P. of 

14,25". Good to good plus condition.

F107 12ga Bonehill S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898 R 850.00

Damascus barrels of 34" marked to "C. G. Bonehill Maker & Duiker" have 

been professionally re-browned. Some pitting to bores, action tight. Stock 

has cracked across the grip and been repaired. Fair to good condition.

F108 12ga Webley & Scott S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898 R 3000.00

Barrel length of 30" with fairly god bores. Back-action sidelocks. L.O.P. of 

14,5". Very good professionally refinished condition.

F109 12ga JSF Botha S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898 R 500.00

Top rib marked to "J.S.F Botha Cape Town". Damascus barrels of 30". A 

"dog" fit only for use as a wall-hanger.
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F110 12ga Needham S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898 R 1750.00

Bar action sidelocks marked "J. N. Needham". Hammer action with top 

break lever, non-ejector, lightly engraved. The 30.25" (768mm) barrels show 

some light pitting in both tubes which are choked improved cylinder on the 

right and 3/4 on the left; black powder proofs only. The top rib shows "J. N. 

Needham Damascus Works, Loveday Street, Birmingham" and ends in 

a dolls head extension. The stock and fore arm of medium coloured walnut 

show rough attempts to re-chequer them.  LOP is 13 7/8"(353mm) to front 

trigger.

F111 12ga A G Knox Single Barrel Shotgun - Pre 1898 R 650.00

Hammer gun with back-action lock and 30,25" barrel marked to "A.G. Knox 

Durban". Some erosion to bore, rest good original condition.

F112 12ga/450 Geo Perrins S/S Hammer Combo - Pre 1898 R 2250.00

Bar-action locks to top-lever with 30,5" barrels carrying leaf & ladder rear 

sight. Top rib  marked  "Made in England for Geo. Perrins Port 

Elizabeth". Pistol grip stock. Relatively good bores. Plum brown patina. 

Ladder element and two leaf's missing from rear sight. Good overall 

condition.

F113 .22lr BSA Martini Rifle R 3250.00

Adjustable dioptre rear sight and tunnel fore sight, 29" barrel, 12" fore end. 

Chip to butt plate rest good original condition.

F114 .22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle R 3250.00

Standard .22lr Martini target rifle with the thick-walled action and heavy 

barrel (20mm dia at the muzzle). Good bore. Fitted with iron sights and rear 

dioptre target sights. Good wood, very good plus condition overall.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

G1 .30-30 Winchester Mod 94 Lever-Action Rifle R 12500.00

Serial no. 42025XX indicating 1974 manufacture. Side of receiver drilled & 

tapped for scope or peep sight mounting. Open sights to 20" barrel. Very 

good to excellent bore. Good plus original condition.

G2 .38spl./.357mag Rossi Lever-Action Rifle R 6500.00

Rossi's version of the Winchester M92 rifle. Full-length magazine & open 

sights  to 20" barrel . Excellent bore.  Very good to excellent condition.

G3 .44-40 Uberti M1866 "Yellowboy" Carbine R 6000.00

Brass-framed rifle with full-length magazine tube to 19,5" barrel. Plain walnut 

stock & fore end. Excellent bore. Very good to excellent condition.

G4 .22lr CBC Mod 122 Bolt Action Rifle - Scoped R 2750.00

Fitted with Crown 4x20 riflescope. Open sights removed from 21" barrel. Ten 

shot detachable magazine and imbuia stock. Good bore & overall condition.

G5 .22lr Ruger 10/22 Semi-Auto Rifle R 7500.00

Heavy hammer-forged barrel of 20". Laminated stock. Tactical rail mount to 

receiver. Ten shot magazine. Mint bore & condition.

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
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G7 .22-250 Ruger M77 Mk2 Rifle R 6500.00

Fitted with 26" barrel with muzzle threaded for silencer. Laminated varmint 

type stock with broad fore end. Very good plus bore. All in very good 

condition.

G8 .270win BSA Rifle R 5750.00

Barrel length of 21" with muzzle threaded for suppressor. Drop magazine 

floor plate, adjustable trigger and side safety to action. Burris scope mounts 

fitted. Dark wood fore end grip caps, four panel skip-line chequering, roll-

over cheek piece and ventilated recoil pad to walnut butt. Good bore & 

overall condition.

G9 7mmrem mag Custom Rifle On M98 Mauser Action R 7500.00

Oberndorf Mauser action, adjustable trigger, low-scope safety, well figured 

American walnut stock, 24,5" barrel with very good bore and muzzle 

threaded for suppressor. Rifle shows wear to finish on stock and metalwork 

and would benefit from a refinish.

G10 .30-06 FN-Mauser Sporting Rifle R 6000.00

Open sights to 23" barrel, Redfield rings fitted to FN receiver. Adjustable 

trigger fitted. Rifle is equipped with a Musgrave deluxe styled stock with two 

panel chequering to fore end & grip, Monte-Carlo type butt and solid recoil 

pad. Good bore. Rifle has some pitting to front of receiver, otherwise 

excellent condition.

G11 .303 No.4 Enfield Sporting Rifle - Scoped R 5500.00

Built on the .303 No.4 Mk2 action and fitted with a Tasco 3-9x44 scope on 

steel lynx mounts. Foresight fitted to 22,25" barrel which measures .30225 

bore diameter and is in extremely good original condition. Shorter  five round 

magazine fitted. Walnut Monte-Carlo butt with shadow-line cheek piece and 

two panel chequering to wrist. Steel grip-cap fitted.  Dark wood tip to fore 

end. Extremely good overall condition.

G12 .303br Lee Enfield No.4 Mk1*  Rifle - Scoped R 3950.00

Manufactured by Long Branch 1942. Rifle has had fore end "circumcised" 

and camo tape fitted around exposed barrel. Equipped with Lynx 3-9x40 

scope. Military sniper type butt piece added to stock for scope use. equipped 

with military type target sling. Good plus bore, good plus overall condition.

G13 .300blackout Remington 700 AAC-SD Rifle R 9000.00

Rifle has a medium heavy profile 16,5"[420mm] barrel fitted with a Sus-tac 

suppressor. Tactical rail mount to receiver. Greyish semi-camo finish to 

Hogue synthetic stock. Excellent bore & condition.

G14 .303 S.M.L.E. No.1 Mk3 Service Rifle - Scoped R 2750.00

BSA manufacture. Includes military pattern target sling. Good original 

configuration but for Ram 4x32 scope on Lynx mounts. Good bore.

G15 .410 Vanguard Single Barrel Shotgun R 450.00

Top lever action with barrel length of 27,75". Excellent bore, good overall 

condition.

G16 .410 Mossberg Mod 183K Shotgun R 1950.00

Bolt action with box magazine, 25" barrel fitted with variable choke. Good 

plus bore & overall condition.

G17 16ga BSA Martini Shotgun R 500.00
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A smooth bored Martini rifle which has been bored out to 16ga. Rear sights 

removed and action sides lowered for chambering 16ga. cartridges. Coarse 

chequering added to wrist and "circumcised" fore end. Fair condition.

G18 12ga Jonas Inc BA Shotgun R 2250.00

Bolt action shotgun with tubular magazine, full choke with barrel length of  

28" and ventilated pad to walnut stock. Good bore, good overall condition.

G19 12ga Rottweill 67G S/Auto Shotgun R 2500.00

Gas operated s/auto with 28" ventilated rib barrel choked full. Chequered 

wrist & fore end. Good plus bore. Good original condition.

G20 .308win FN-Mauser Rifle - Scoped R 5500.00

Fitted with Lynx 3-9X40 scope on steel Lynx type mounts. Open sights to  

24" stepped barrel. Schnabel fore end, two panel chequering to wrist and 

fore end of Austrian styled stock. Some fudging to inletting of front of 

magazine box, otherwise good overall condition. Very good bore.

G21 12ga Miroku O/U Shotgun R 8500.00

Trap gun with ribbed 30" barrels. Single selective trigger, ejector action. 

Wrap-around chequering to fore end, two-panel chequering to wrist and 

ventilated recoil pad to butt. Some light usage scratches to stock and 

handling to finish on action. Very good bores, tight action. Good to good plus 

overall.

G22 12ga Brno O/U Shotgun R 5500.00

Built on Brno's unique sliding top action with 27,5" barrels which are choked 

full & 3/4. Brno trigger action which can be operated as a single or double 

trigger mechanism. Game scene engravings to both sides of action. Four 

panel skip line chequering to pistol grip stock & fore end. Good bores, tight 

action. Good original overall.

G23 .22lr FN-Browning Pump-Action Rifle R 2250.00

Open sights to 22" barrel with 3/4 length magazine tube. Ribbed fore end, 

plain butt. Good bore. Good overall condition.

G24 .22lr FN- Browning Pump-Action Rifle R 2500.00

Round barrel of 22" with open sights to barrel. 3/4 Length magazine tube. 

Take-down action. Good plus bore. Very good plus condition.

G25 .22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle R 1500.00

Tunnel foresight & silencer fitted to 29" barrel. Rear of barrel drilled & tapped 

for scope mounting. UDF marking to barrel. Good bore. GWOC.

Conditions of Sale

The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal announcement 
during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the property listed in this 
catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the said property that we act 
for.

1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by     
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a)  The bid price,

b)  A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at   
15% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.375%)
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c)  And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 15% of the bid price. It is recorded  
that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot 
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to  
such premium. 

2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased  
the lot being offered and to have:

a)  assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in 
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein

b)  to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar  
days from the date of sale.

In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have assumed 
full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions contained 
herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence or permit for 
possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said 
licences

Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may 
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to 
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against the prevailing terms 
and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the Auction purchase 
price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the dealer

It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any, between 
the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or body 
not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have been 
settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in cash or 
in Bank Cleared funds. 

All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners Club 
International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of the 
aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or Charge Card 
settlements.

No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been 
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the purchaser, in 
addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including but without 
limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price, then we at our sole 
discretion may:
a)   cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b)   resell the property.

3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in full or 
collected, within 6 (Six) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be deemed to be 
abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and recover 
reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property and/or the 
purchaser.

No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer may not 
be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any other party, in 
this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser liable for all costs 
including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges due hereunder, our 
attorneys fees and incidental charges.

All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of this

clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent from the

seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.
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9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so 
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or packers 
including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own insurance 
and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.

10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms, are 
governed by the laws of South Africa.  By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent, order -bid 
or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach, 
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims 
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be 
resolved by the parties in 10.  

These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and purchasers 
and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or modification of the 
terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the sale) shall bind us 
unless specifically stated in writing signed by us. 

11. Absentee Bids.  As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual auction, 
we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in writing on the 
bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.

In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale date, of any 
item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150 -00 per 
calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first day of 
the month within which the six month period shall expire. In the event that the purchaser fails in his 
obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own discretion, resell such 
item to recover such fee.

4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such 
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their catalogued 
number and no lot shall be divided for sale.

5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall 
be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in the sole 
opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole right to 
determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale records shall 
be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.

6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or 
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be liable 
only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include payment for 
consequential or incidental damages. 

Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative 
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.  

7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required by 
the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the consignor’s 
behalf in order to protect such reserve. 

Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY 

A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.

8. All lots are sold “Voetstoets”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR

IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP, 

PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR 

HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT 

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY 

OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM
To:

Lot No: Description: Limit:

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)                                                     Tel: 013 656 2923

PO Box 484                                                                        

Full Name: (Please Print) 

Signature :                                                                          Date:

ID Number: 

Postal Address:

Residential Address:

Tel :                                                                       Fax: 

Cell :                                                     Email:

1042

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 70 to be held on  31st October 2020

Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 29th October 2020

I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;

River Crescent                                                                   Email: info@classicarms.co.za

Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum 
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In the 
event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We accept no 
responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.

12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots. 
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty to 
bidder or seller as to the actual price. 
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than the 
estimate value. 

13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the 
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the floor. 
By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500 R     50-00 increments
501 - 1999 R    100-00 increments
2,000-4,999 R    250-00 increments
5,000-9,999 R    500-00 increments
10,000-19,999 R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 > R 2,500-00 increments
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